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INTRODUCTION
BOA is a user-friendly software tool to assist scientists and decision makers in performing scenario
acceptability assessment.
Choosing between different scenarios commonly requires decision making based on multiple criteria.
For example finding the most sustainable agricultural production system requires evaluation of many
indicators in fields as diverse as environment, animal welfare and economics. The BOA software tool
allows for
1.
2.
3.
4.

grouping indicators in a hierarchy
defining the acceptability of indicator values (unacceptable, reasonable and desirable values)
defining the relative importance of indicators
combining the individual indicator’s acceptabilities using various degrees of compromising

The result is a final acceptability score for each of the investigated scenarios. In addition, also the
acceptability score of each underlying dimension is presented.
The software tool contains a module to study the comparison of scenarios in the bivariate case,
which allows to get familiar with the concepts behind the balancing of indicators.
If you have any questions regarding this program or its functionality, please contact:
Biometris, Wageningen University and Research centre, Hilko.vandervoet@wur.nl
INSTALLATION
This program is developed for Windows 7 with.Net-4 (32-bits). It also runs on 64-bits Windows 7 and
32- and 64-bits Window 8.
You can download the English (or Dutch) version of the program at
http://www.wageningenur.nl/en/show/BOA.htm
After you downloaded the .msi installation file, double click the file. The system will try to install the
software. Note that the software is not from a trusted publisher, so it may be that you need to click
on “More info” and then select “Install anyway”.
This will install an icon of a balance on your desktop.
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RUNNING THE PROGRAM
Double click the BOA icon on the desktop to run BOA.
The program consists of 7 steps:
0.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Start
Defining scenarios
Defining hierarchy of indicators
Define for each indicator the Unacceptable, Reasonable and Desirable limits
For every indicator define the score for each of the scenarios
Define the compensability and weighing factors for each (sub)theme/indicator
Examine the calculated results

AD 0 START

Press the Open project button

on the top-left of the screen top open a project. You can always

save your results under a different project name using the Save project as button

.

Example: To help you get started, an example project “Example Egg Production Systems.iap” is
included in the demo directory of the software. (The extension “iap” stands for integral assessment
project.) The demo directory can be found in the installation directory of the software (C:\Program
Files (x86)\WUR\Balance of Acceptability\demo). Note that you may not have writing permission for
this directory , so you may need to select another directory if you want to save this project file after
modification, or save another project file.
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AD 1 SCENARIOS

Define the scenarios you wish to compare. Give a short description for each scenario and define the
(time and space) limits for the scenarios. You can choose one of the scenarios as the reference
scenario.
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AD 2 INDICATORS

To add or delete indicators or themes (combination of subthemes or indicators), right click on a node
and do one of the following:
a. Rename the theme/indicator. Press return to confirm the name change.
b. Add an indicator or theme to this node. If the node is an indicator (terminal node) it now
becomes a theme (i.e. it has children).
c. Replace a subtree (the selected theme including its children, or the indicator) to another
place in the tree.
d. Delete a subtree (including all of its children).
After you have created the hierarchy of themes and indicators, you can select the indicators that you
want to use in this program. You can select indicators all at once by clicking on [Select all >] button,
or one by one, by selecting an indicator in the tree and clicking on the [>] button, or deselect an
indicator by selecting an indicator in the table and clicking the [<] button.
Note: If you have selected an indicator, you must provide values for it, in order to do the calculations.
The program cannot handle missing values for U, R, D limits or scenario scores.
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AD 3 ACCEPTABILITIES

For each of the selected indicators, you must set the limits for Unacceptable, Reasonable and
Desirable (the three colored columns). Values beyond the Unacceptable limit become 0, the
Reasonable score is 50 and values above the Desirable limit become 100. Values between U and R or
between R and D are linearly interpolated scores between 0 and 50, resp. 50 and 100.
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AD 4 SCENARIO SCORES

For each selected indicator, you must now provide a score for each of the scenarios. The program
provides a possibility to enter the lower and higher values for indicators, but currently these are not
used in the calculations.
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AD 5 WEIGHING FACTORS

The most difficult part of the process may be the combination of the different indicators.
We propose a simple piecewise linear function for computing the combined scenario acceptability
AC.
A parameter C with possible values between 0 and 1 is defined for the degree of compensability of
the indicators. The combined scenario acceptability score AC for n individual scores Ai is defined by
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This function interpolates linearly between the worst score Amin and the weighted average score
A  Wi Ai Wi
for compensability C between 0 and 0.5, and between the weighted average
score A and the best score Amax for compensability C between 0.5 and 1.
Note 1: for user friendliness the compensability is expressed as a percentage (between 0 and 100)
instead of a fraction (between 0 and 1).
Note 2: the weights are automatically normalized by the sum of the weights, so it is not necessary to
have the sum of the weights set to 100. However, a sum of 100 is assumed when you check the check
box to distribute the remaining weights equally over the other indicators/themes within the parent
theme (e.g. when you have 3 indicators and set one to 60, the other two will become 40/2 = 20). It is
also assumed when you click the [Equal Weights] button (in which case the three will each get a
weight of 33).
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Example: Let us consider a simple example, integrating two indicators with equal importance weights
(W1 = W2 = 0.5) and compensability C = 0.25. In this case, is just the arithmetic average
( (
acceptability of the two indicators for the scenario. Further,
works out to 0.5,
[
] to 0.5, and
(
( (
) to 0. Consequently, the combined acceptability
is the average of the minimum acceptability

and the average acceptability

(0.5

+ 0.5 ).

We refer to van der Voet et al (2014) for more examples and details.
COMPARING INDICATORS

To obtain insight in the relationship of indicators and the relevance of the two components
compensability (at the level of the parent theme) and relative importance (between children of the
parent theme), indicators can be compared bilaterally in this graph.
Note: the final weighing of acceptability is multi-dimensional. The compensability and relative
importance chosen here behave differently in the multi-dimensional case.
Data in this form are merely for demonstration and not saved!
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AD 6 RESULTS

Once all selected indicators for all scenarios have a value, the limits of Unacceptable, Reasonable and
Desirable are set, as well as the weights and compensability factors, the scenarios are automatically
calculated for each of the different levels of the hierarchy.
The colors for the scores and their threshold values in the result table can be set using the Options
menu in the toolbar. Alternatively you can automatically color the results on a red-green gradient
(red for lowest, green for highest value).
Before you exit the program, be sure to save your results in a new project.
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DISCLAIMER
This SOFTWARE PRODUCT is provided 'as is' and 'with all faults'. THE PROVIDER makes no
representations or warranties of any kind concerning the safety, suitability, lack of viruses,
inaccuracies, typographical errors, or other harmful components of this SOFTWARE PRODUCT. There
are inherent dangers in the use of any software, and you are solely responsible for determining
whether this SOFTWARE PRODUCT is compatible with your equipment and other software installed
on your equipment. You are also solely responsible for the protection of your equipment and backup
of your data, and THE PROVIDER will not be liable for any damages you may suffer in connection with
using, modifying, or distributing this SOFTWARE PRODUCT.
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